Abstract: Correlation structure contains important information about longitudinal data. Existing sufficient dimension reduction approaches assuming independence may lead to substantial loss of efficiency. We apply the quadratic inference function to incorporate the correlation information and apply the transformation method to recover the central subspace. The proposed estimators are shown to be consistent and more efficient than the ones assuming independence. In addition, the estimated central subspace is also efficient when the correlation information is taken into account. We compare the proposed method with other dimension reduction approaches through simulation studies, and apply this new approach to longitudinal data for an environmental health study.
Introduction
Sufficient dimension reduction plays an important role in reducing the dimension of predictors and providing better modeling for response variables. The essential idea is to construct low-dimensional variables which can predict the response without loss of information. In contrast to the variable selection strategy, sufficient dimension reduction does not select or eliminate variables in a certain way. Instead, it extracts important information through optimally combining all predictors. Another advantage of sufficient dimension reduction is that it can be an effective way to visualize data (Li (1991) ) through plotting the responses against the first several optimal combinations of covariates, which is especially important for handling high-dimensional data. Moreover, sufficient dimension reduction provides essential tools in analysis and curation for high-dimensional data, as it is able to reduce the original high-dimension of data to a moderate size without losing important information.
Existing methods of sufficient dimension reduction include, but are not limited to, ordinary least square (OLS; Li and Duan (1989) ), slice inverse regression (SIR; Li (1991) ), sliced average variance estimation (SAVE; Cook and Weisberg (1991) ), principal Hessian direction (PHD; Li (1992) ), discriminant analysis (Cook and Yin (2001) ; Pardoe, Yin, and Cook (2007) ), minimum average variance estimation (MAVE; Xia et al. (2002) ), coutour regression (CR; Li, Zha, and Chiaromonte (2005) ), inverse regression estimation (IRE; Cook and Ni (2005) ), directional regression (DR; Li and Wang (2007) ), sliced regression (SR; Wang and Xia (2008) ), contour projection (CP; Luo, Wang, and Tsai (2009) ), dimension reduction for non-elliptically distributed predictors (Li and Dong (2009) ; Dong and Li (2010) ), and dimension reduction based on canonical correlation (Fung et al. (2002) ; Zhou and He (2008) ; Zhou (2009) ). The study of sufficient dimension reduction for longitudinal data is still quite limited. With the prevalence of longitudinal study in biomedical, social, political, psychological, and environmental sciences, and with the increasing demand for handling high-dimensional data, it is of great importance to address sufficient dimension reduction problems under the longitudinal data framework.
For the longitudinal data setting, following Li, Cook, and Chiaromonte's partial OLS (2003) Li and Yin (2009) propose an analog partial OLS by conducting OLS at each time point and extracting a small subset of eigenvectors to achieve longitudinal data dimension reduction. However, their method does not incorporate intracluster correlation structure, and therefore leads to a significant loss of correlation information. In addition, their method is not able to exhaust the central subspace (Cook and Weisberg (1994) ; Cook (1996 Cook ( , 1998 ) if the cluster size is less than the structural dimension. Pfeiffer, Forzani, and Bura (2012) propose a longitudinal first-moment-based sufficient dimension reduction method to solve these problems. They utilize a Kronecker-product space of clusters and predictors, and successfully accommodate the correlation structure of longitudinal covariates. However, their method is mainly applicable for handling longitudinal covariates, and not for longitudinal responses.
In this paper, we apply the quadratic inference function (QIF; Qu, Lindsay, and Li (2000) ) to longitudinal data sufficient dimension reduction, which can accommodate both longitudinal responses and correlation information. The QIF improves the generalized estimating equation (GEE; Liang and Zeger (1986) ) without estimating nuisance parameters, and is shown to be efficient in regression parameter estimation for longitudinal data. In our approach, we first identify a group of transformation functions for the responses, then minimize the quadratic inference function which incorporates correlation information for transformed responses to obtain regression parameter estimators, and then apply eigen-decomposition to extract information from a set of regression parameter estimators for the transformed responses.
The proposed method allows one to gain extra efficiency in parameter estimation for both continuous and discrete responses through incorporating correlation structure, while not requiring that the true correlation structure be known. Most importantly, we obtain parameter estimation from the entire cluster instead of performing regression separately at each time point, as in Li and Yin (2009) . This leads to several advantages, such that the proposed method can still be efficient even for a small sample size, since we utilize information from repeated measurements within the same subject, and therefore the sample points used in our estimation are larger than the ones in Li and Yin (2009) . In addition, the proposed method is computationally more efficient than existing methods, as the operation cost is lower for the same reason. In our approach the recovery of the central subspace does not depend on the cluster size, is in contrast to existing approaches which require the cluster size to be greater than the structural dimension.
In theory, we show that estimation through minimizing the QIF for the transformed data is still in the central subspace, and asymptotic efficiency can be improved by incorporating correlation structures. Another finding is that the efficiency of parameter estimation leads to the efficiency of the central subspace estimation. This is confirmed by our simulation studies, which show that the proposed method can improve accuracy and efficiency for sufficient dimension reduction in finite samples.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background for the quadratic inference function. Section 3 introduces the proposed method for longitudinal dimension reduction using the QIF, and provides its theoretical foundation and properties. Section 4 illustrates how to recover the structural dimension and provides the implementation of the proposed method. Section 5 compares the proposed approach with existing work through simulation studies for normal and binary responses. Section 6 applies the proposed method to a longitudinal asthma study. The last section concludes our findings and provides a brief discussion. Technical derivations are provided in the Appendix.
Quadratic Inference Function
For longitudinal data, suppose y it is the response of subject i at time t, and x it is a p-dimensional covariate, where i = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , T i . To simplify notation, we set T i = T for all i; the unbalanced data case will be discussed in more details in Section 4. Let µ(·) be an inverse link function satisfying E(y it |x it ) = µ(β ′ x it ), where β is a p-dimensional parameter. Define
. . , x iT ), and µ i = E(y i |x i ) for each i. If independence structure is assumed among subjects, the quasi-likelihood equation (Wedderburn (1974); McCullagh (1983) ) for solving β is
is a T × p matrix, and V i is the covariance matrix of y i . In practice V i is usually unknown. One common approach is to substitute the empirical estimatorV i for V i . However, this involves many nuisance parameter estimations and thusV i can be unstable when T is large. Liang and Zeger (1986) introduced the working correlation matrix which reduces the number of correlation parameters significantly. They assume
i , where A i is a diagnal matrix of marginal variance of y i , R(α) is the working correlation matrix, and α contains a small number of correlation parameters.
The QIF approach (Qu, Lindsay, and Li (2000) ) further avoids the estimation of α by formulating R −1 as a linear combination of M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M m−1 , where M 0 is a T -dimensional identity matrix. For example, if R(α) is exchangeable, then m = 2 and M 1 has 0 on the diagonal and 1 elsewhere. The idea of the QIF is to ensure the additional moment conditions
(y i − µ i ) are as close to 0 as possible for r = 1, . . . , m − 1. Since the number of equations is greater than the number of parameters, the QIF utilizes the generalized method of moments (GMM; Hansen (1982) ), where the specified moment conditions of b ∈ R p for estimating β are
The quadratic inference function is defined aŝ
The corresponding QIF estimator is obtained asb = argmin bQ (b). Qu, Lindsay, and Li (2000) showed thatb is a √ n-consistent estimator and is efficient if a linear combination of basis matrices M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M m−1 contains the true correlation structure.
A critical issue regarding the QIF is the selection of the number m of basis matrices, which has been addressed by model selection for correlation structure in Zhou and Qu (2012) . The basic idea is to approximate the inverse of the empirical correlation matrix by a group of basis matrices, which contain only 0 and 1 as entries. Then a Euclidean-norm measuring the difference between two estimating functions, one based on the empirical correlation information and the other on the model-based approximation, is minimized. Through a groupwise penalty on the basis matrices, an appropriate number m of basis matrices can be selected such that sufficient correlation information is captured. In theory, the selected correlation structure is consistent if the candidate basis matrices are from a sufficiently rich class to represent the true structure.
In general, the moment condition 
Sufficient Dimension Reduction for Longitudinal Data
In this section, we propose the QIF approach for sufficient dimension reduction in the longitudinal data setting.
Let X be a p × T -dimensional covariate matrix and Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y T ) ′ be a T -dimensional response. Both X and Y can be random. The main purpose of sufficient dimension reduction (SDR; Li (1991); Cook (1998) ) is to seek a minimal dimension-reduction subspace with a p × d basis matrix B, where
Under some regularity conditions (Cook (1998) ), the minimal subspace exists and is unique, that is, the central subspace of the regression of
is also called the structural dimension of regression. The central subspace is the smallest subspace of R p that captures all of the regression information of Y given X, and therefore reduces the dimension of the predictors from X to B ′ X.
We propose to identify the central subspace by recovering its basis through minimizing the QIF. If the dimension of the central subspace is d = 1, then the problem of identifying the central subspace is equivalent to a parameter estimation problem, and thus the QIF estimator alone can capture the central subspace completely, due to the fact that S Y |X = Span(β 1 ). When d ≥ 2, β 1 , . . . , β d may not be identifiable (Li (1991) ).
Alternatively, to recover the central subspace, we propose to minimize the QIF for transformed responses. This approach does not have the identifiability constraint for β 1 , . . . , β d . Suppose we have a group of transformations h j 's for responses, There are several strategies to choose the transformation function h j . One common practice is to use the power transformation (Cook and Li (2002) ; Yin and Cook (2002) ; Zhu and Zhu (2009); Yin and Li (2011) 
Other transformation methods include the slice indicator function proposed by Li (1991) , which defines h j (Y t ) = 1 if Y t is in the jth slice and 0 otherwise, the covariance inverse regression method (Cook and Ni (2006) 
is in the jth slice and 0 otherwise, and the normalized B-spline basis functions for Y t (Fung et al. (2002) ). Cook (1998, p.114) 
shows that S h(Y )|X ⊆ S Y |X holds for any transformation function h, and S h(Y
The purpose of applying the transformation method is that, although minimizing the QIF from the original responses can only recover one basis vector for the central subspace, the transformation method can provide a group of transformed responses, and therefore recover a group of basis vectors that allow one to explore the central subspace to its largest extent.
Theoretical properties
We assume the well-known linearity condition (Li and Duan (1989) 
This entails that the distribution of X be elliptically symmetric. Li and Dong (2009) , Dong and Li (2010) and Zhu (2012, 2013a,b) provide alternative strategies on how to relax this condition. On the other hand, the constant conditional variance assumption (Cook and Weisberg (1991) ), where Var(X|B ′ X) is a constant matrix, is not required.
Suppose
be a loss function. Then the following theorem shows that the QIF minimizer,
is in the central subspace. In addition, the sample estimator
is a strongly consistent estimator of γ, whereQ(b) is defined in (2.2).
Theorem 1. Assume L(·, ·) is convex in its first argument, the linearity condition holds, and Var(X) is positive definite. If γ in (3.2) exists and is unique, then
The convexity condition of L(·, ·) in its first argument is easily satisfied in our approach sinceL =ġ ′ W −1ġ + o p (1) is a non-negative definite matrix, asymptotically. The strict convexity of L is a sufficient condition to ensure the uniqueness of γ in Theorem 1 (Li and Duan (1989) ).
When d = 1 and g i is defined in equation (2.1), Theorem 1 implies that the minimizer γ in (3.2) is the true parameter, and the sample minimizerγ in (3.3) converges to the true parameter γ almost surely.
Theorem 1 does not require g to satisfy E(g) = 0, the strong consistency property is robust to the misspecification of the link functions. This is even more desirable when the conditional distribution of Y|X is difficult to find. As for the efficiency argument in Section 3.2, however, a correctly specified link function is required to achieve an efficiency gain through incorporating correlation information.
Theorem 1 lays the foundation for formulating basis vectors for the central subspace. SupposeQ j (b) is the sample version of Q j (b), andγ j = argmin bQj (b) is the sample estimator of γ j . Recently, Yin and Li (2011) formulated the conditions to achieve exhaustiveness of the central subspace, which can accommodate power transformations as a special case. In their Theorem 2.1 and Example 2.1, they proved that given a sufficiently large s, the subspace spanned by S E(Y j |X) (j = 1, . . . , s) approaches the central subspace under mild conditions, where S E(Y |X) denotes the central mean subspace of Y on X (Cook and Li (2002) ). For each transformation Y j , the quadratic inference function (QIF) can recover one basis vector from S E(Y j |X) . Therefore, a sufficient condition to achieve exhaustiveness, as mentioned in Yin and Cook (2002) , is to assume that there exists a group of powers
Corollary 1. Assume L(·, ·) is convex in its first
Under such an assumption, the QIF approach with the transformed response Y j , j = 1, 2, . . . , k d , can exhaust the central subspace. When other types of tranformations are applied, a similar assumption should be satisfied accordingly. Exhaustiveness can then be achieved if the new tranformations follow the conditions of Theorem 2.1 in Yin and Li (2011) . Alternatively, Zhu (2012, 2013c) propose a semiparametric estimating equation approach that avoids the aforementioned condition, but still achieves exhaustiveness by identifying and estimating the central subspace basis (β 1 , · · · , β d ) using one estimating equation.
Efficiency
As long as the responses from the same subject are not independent, incorporating correlation information always leads to efficiency gain. In addition, the efficiency gain of parameter estimation from the data with each transformation of the response variable provides an overall efficiency gain of the central subspace estimation.
For illustration, suppose there are two sets of moment conditions:
, where M 1 and M 2 are symmetric matrices,μ i = ∂µ i /∂β, and β is the true parameter.
, and C 11 = Var(G 1 ). The empirical information matrices corresponding to G and
11Ġ 1 , respectively. We show that incorporating a correlation structure leads to an increase of the empirical information matrix in the sense of the Loewner ordering (Beckenback and Bellman (1965) ), which is equivalent to an improvement in parameter estimation efficiency.
is the true correlation matrix and E(G)
11Ġ 1 , in terms of the Loewner ordering for matrices. Equality holds if a 2 = 0.
Lemma 1 indicates that we gain efficiency by incorporating additional correlation information; if M 1 is an identity matrix, then the proposed dimension reduction method incorporating correlation structure is more efficient than those assuming independence. In simulation studies provided in Section 5, we illustrate that the performance of sufficient dimension reduction based on the QIF assuming independence is similar to other approaches such as the OLS or SIR, while the QIF incorporating correlation information can significantly improve the efficiency for sufficient dimension reduction.
The condition E(G) = 0 assumes that each moment condition has zero expectation. That is, use the conditional mean E(h j (Y)|X) as a link function for the transformed response h j (Y) (Yin and Cook (2002) ; Zhu (2012, 2013b) ). In practice, however, the conditional mean E(h j (Y)|X) is usually unknown. As pointed out by Ma and Zhu (2013c) , unless one uses a nonparametric approach, it might be difficult to find the correct link function. For the proposed method, this is even more challenging than in Ma and Zhu's (2013c) case, since for each transformation the QIF can only generate one basis vector for the central subspace. Unless we assume E(h j (Y)|X) is known and β 1 , . . . , β d are identifiable, the link function of the QIF is typically misspecified.
A possible way to have a correctly specified link function might be to apply a nonparametric procedure, but this could complicate our method significantly. To avoid this, Ma and Zhu (2013c) also suggested imposing additional assumptions; for example, the linearity condition on Y, or applying a common link function. In one simulation study, we apply a common (identity) link function. There are two practical justifications for this application. First, the response Y is continuous and could range from negative infinity to infinity. Second, using the identity link is a linear approximation of the true link function. Thus, even though the link function may not be exact, it will still achieve good efficiency in practice. In fact, we find that the proposed method with the identity link function indeed has an efficiency gain through incorporating correlation information. Other common link functions can be applied when the response is not continuous. Refer to Ma and Zhu (2013c,d ) for more detail.
The consistency of the estimator for a central subspace vector is guaranteed by Corollary 1, and the efficiency gained by incorporating correlation information can be followed by Lemma 1. 
Implementation 4.1. Estimation of structural dimension
For selection of structural dimension d, several approaches have been proposed. Li (1991) provided an asymptotic chi-squared test, assuming that the covariates are normally distributed, and Cook and Yin (2001) built the foundation of the permutation test for the structural dimension. In addition, Li and Wang (2007) 
Algorithm
We provide an algorithm for sufficient dimension reduction for longitudinal data.
(i) Choose a transformation function h j , and transform the response y i into h j (y i ), for j = 1, . . . , s and i = 1, . . . , n.
( That the selection of s in (i) is similar to, but less critical than, the selection of the number of slices in SIR, is still an open question (Wang and Xia (2008) (Yin and Li (2011) ), as difficult as the SIR in choosing the total number of slices.
In practice, the selection of s may not be very critical, similar to the selection of the total number of slices for many inverse regression methods, e.g., SIR, SAVE and SR. Our numerical studies indicate that the proposed method is rather robust against s: the simulation results did not change much once s ≥ d. Currently if d can be detected by other methods, as in our data analysis for the asthma study in Section 6, then s can be selected accordingly.
Implementation with unbalanced data
In practice, unbalanced data are quite common. If the measurements from unbalanced data are regarded as cluster data without considering the order of lag time, then each µ i is a T i -dimensional vector, and M r is a T i × T i matrix for i = 1, . . . , n and r = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1.
If the lag time between measurements is considered important, we can define T = max(T 1 , . . . , T n ), and impose a T ×T i dimensional transformation matrix U i for the i-th subject. Let
Thus, we transform the unbalanced data to artificial balanced data where each component of U i is an indicator of whether the data is observed or missing. Then we formulate moment conditions as in (2.1) for the newly created balanced data. The QIF estimator from minimizing (2.2) still has the right properties if the data are missing completely at random. See Zhou and Qu (2012) for more details.
Simulation
We report on simulation studies to illustrate the performance of the proposed method and existing approaches for longitudinal data sufficient dimension reduction. They show that incorporating a suitable correlation structure can improve the accuracy and efficiency of estimation for both the parameters and the central subspace.
Study 1: Binary responses with one set of parameters
We generated the covariate x i as standard normal for subject i = 1, . . . , n.
For each x i , we assumed T repeated measurements x i = (x i1 , . . . , x iT ), and that each x it is a p-dimensional vector, t = 1, . . . , T . We assumed independence among different subjects and different covariates, but an exchangeable correlation structure among T time points for each covariate, with ρ x = 0.2 .
In Study 1, we let p = 50, T = 20, with sample size n as 51, 100, or 200. The true parameter β was a p-dimensional vector with 1 in its first 10 components and 0 otherwise. We generated v i based on the linear model v i = 0.4β
where Σ ε is a T -dimensional exchangeable correlation matrix with ρ ε = 0.2, 0.5, or 0.8. We then generated y i by utilizing an indicator function y it = 1 A it , where event A it = {e v it /(1 + e v it ) > 0.5} and v it is the t-th component of v i , t = 1, . . . , T . Since y i |x i = y i |β ′ x i , the structural dimension is d = 1, and the central subspace is S Y |X = Span(β). It is straightforward that E(y it ) = 0.5 and E(y it |x it ) = 1 − Φ(0.4β ′ x it ), where Φ(·) is the standard normal distribution function. The correlation structure of y i is close to, but not exactly, that of the exchangeable structure, as the correlation is mainly contributed by the error term ε i .
We measured the distance between central subspace basis matrix B and the estimated central subspaceB by ||B(B ′B ) −1B′ − B(B ′ B) −1 B ′ || F , where || · || F is the Frobenius norm. We compared our method with the partial ordinary least square (partial OLS) by Li and Yin (2009) , where the linear regression is conducted at each time point to recover parameter vectors for the central subspace, and d eigenvectors corresponding to the largest d eigenvalues are extracted through an eigen decomposition. We also compared with the "partial SIR," similar to Li and Yin's partial OLS except that at each time point linear regression is replaced by sliced inverse regression. Our simulation study shows that the partial SIR provides results similar to those of the partial OLS approach.
We generated simulation samples N =1,000. Table 1 provides the average distance, and the standard deviation (inside the parenthesis). The proposed dimension reduction method based on the QIF is significantly better than those from the partial OLS and partial SIR in the sense of accuracy and efficiency. For one, when n = 51 and p = 50, the partial OLS and the partial SIR provide estimators that are nearly orthogonal to the true parameter vector, while the proposed QIF is still robust, with much smaller distances between the true and estimated vectors. The linear regression at each time point has a sample size of 51, with a 50-dimensional parameter, so estimation is unstable. The proposed method utilizes data from all time points simultaneously, so the number of sample points is 51 × 20 = 1, 020, and this leads to a more precise estimation.
When the sample size is n = 100 or 200, the QIF assuming exchangeable correlation is still the best, though all methods converge to the true parameter space as the sample size increases. In an unreported simulation study, we found that the QIF converges faster than the other methods as the cluster size increases. The existing methods regress at each time point and have computing time dependent on the cluster size, while the QIF incorporates data from all time points simultaneously. As the cluster sizes increase, computational times of the proposed method and the existing approaches grow further apart.
Information on correlation has a strong influence on the estimations, and incorporating a correct correlation structure achieves higher accuracy and efficiency. The partial OLS and SIR approaches do not take correlation into account, and their results are relatively close to, but still worse than those estimated by the QIF dimension reduction approach assuming independence of data.
Study 2: Continuous responses with multiple sets of parameters
We investigated the performance of the new method when the dimension of central subspace d is greater than 1. Here we had two p-dimensional coefficient vectors β 1 and β 2 , such that 
when p = 15, we set the rest of the 7 components of β 1 and β 2 to be 0. The continuous response variable y it was generated using Model I:
Model II:
In Model I, we took ρ x , the correlation of x i , as 0.2, 0.5, or 0.8, and took the error
Because of heteroscedasticity, the responses in Model I are highly correlated, even though τ it 's are independent. In Models II and III, we generated each x i the same way as in Study 1, except that the correlation parameter was replaced by ρ x = 0.5. The error ε i was generated as in Study 1, with exchangeable correlation ρ ε = 0.2, 0.5, or 0.8.
For the partial OLS and the partial SIR approaches, we applied the same procedure as in Study 1. For the proposed method, we used a power transformation to recover basis vectors for the central subspace: let h j (y it ) = y j it , j = 1, . . . , s. Here we set s = 2. In an unreported simulation study, we found that increasing s does not make much difference for central subspace estimation. Alternative transformation methods provided in Section 3.1 can also be applied here. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 list the distance under the configurations (n, p) = (100, 8) and (n, p) = (300, 15) for Models I, II, and III. Evidently, the proposed QIF methods are better than the partial OLS and the partial SIR, and the QIF assuming exchangeable correlation is the best. When the correlation of responses increases, either through the correlations of covariate x i in Model I or through the error ε i in Models II and III, the proposed method with exchangeable correlation structure is most accurate, while methods assuming independence structure perform poorly. Meanwhile, the QIF assuming AR-1 structure provides very similar estimation as the one assuming exchangeable correlation, because, although we generate both x i and ε i using the exchangeable correlation structure the combined correlation structure of y i is neither exchangeable nor AR-1, due to the nonlinear relationship of the response and covariates.
In general, the proposed QIF dimension reduction method is still applicable if T < d, but the partial OLS is not feasible. 
Asthma Data
We applied the proposed method to an asthma study conducted in Windsor, Ontario, Canada in 1992. This study intends to measure the impact of air pollution on asthmatic patients. The data were originally provided by Professor Paul Corey of the University of Toronto and the Ontario Ministry of Health, and were investigated for model selection in the GEE (Fu (2003) ) and partial OLS dimension reduction by Li and Yin (2009) . This data set consists of 39 asthmatic patients who were observed on 21 consecutive days. Patients' asthmatic status on difficulty of breathing is recorded as 1 (presence) or 0 (absence) daily, where difficulty of breathing is determined by patients' daily forced expiratory volume. The predictors are daily mean humidity (HUMD), daily mean temperature (TEMP), and seven air pollutants: nitrogen oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), mixture of NO and NO2 (NOX), carbon monoxide (CO), ozone level (OZ), total reduced sulphur (TRS) and coefficient of haze (COH). The data thus contains n = 39 patients with cluster size T = 21, and dimension of covariates p = 9.
We applied the partial OLS by Li and Yin (2009) . The scree plot of the eigenvalues of (η 1 , . . . , η T )(η 1 , . . . , η T ) ′ is shown in Figure 1 , where each η t is the OLS estimator at each time point t = 1, . . . , 21. To select the structural dimension d, we applied the maximal eigenvalue ratio criterion (Luo, Wang, and Tsai (2009) ) discussed in Section 4.1, andd = 1 was selected. The choice of d can also be observed directly by examing the scree plot in Figure 1 , where a sharp drop occurs right after the largest eigenvalue. The corresponding eigenvector associated with the maximum eigenvalue isβ OLS = (−0.0012, 0.4303, −0.8608, 0.2503, −0.0596, For the proposed method, we tookβ OLS as an initial value andd = 1, then calculated the basis for the central subspace using the proposed QIF dimension reduction approach. We employed the QIF assuming the exchangeable, AR-1, and independence correlation structures. The estimated results were: These differ from the partial OLS estimate. For instance, the angle betweenβ OLS andβ Exch is 71.82 • , indicating a weak correlation between these two estimators. We conducted logistic regressions of y it givenβ ′ x it to investigate which method provides the best prediction, whereβ is the estimator based on the partial OLS, or the QIF assuming exchangeable, AR-1, or independent correlation, respectively. Table 5 provides the estimators, standard errors, and p-values for the slope of each regression. The QIF dimension reduction with independent and exchangeable correlation structures fits the data better than the other approaches. The QIF assuming the exchangeable structure is the most accurate, with the smallest MSE compared to other three methods. At each level of the continuous explanatory variable x it , there is only one observation of the response, so the log-odds of receiving y it = 1 at each level of x it is usually infinity or negative infinity. To pool information of adjacentβ ′ x it , we divided the range ofβ ′ x it into K intervals of equal length based on the distribution ofβ ′ x it , where K = 25, 26, 30, or 25 was applied to each method, respectively. We then calculated β ′x k , the average ofβ ′ x it for the k-th interval, and logit(ȳ k ), the log-odds of y k , whereȳ k is the average of y it corresponding toβ ′ x it in the k-th interval, k = 1, . . . , K. Figure 2 . The slope of the partial OLS method (upperleft panel) are very sensitive to the two influential points on the top left, leading to a potentially unstable estimator; while the QIF assuming the exchangeable correlation structure provides a better fitted regression line overall.
Discussion
We have addressed the sufficient dimension reduction problem for longitudinal data, with the goal of showing that incorporating intracluster correlation information can achieve more efficiency than assuming independence in both parameter and central subspace estimations. We used the quadratic inference function to incorporate correlation structures and a transformation method to formulate basis vectors for the central subspace. These basis vectors were shown to be consistent and more efficient than estimators assuming independence. The proposed method achieves an overall efficiency for central subspace estimation through combining each efficient estimator of an individual basis vector. Our simulation studies show that the proposed method is quite effective for both binary and continuous data for small and large sample sizes, compared with existing approaches that do not take intracluster correlation into consideration.
Simulation show that even if the correlation structure is misspecified, the efficiency of the proposed estimator is higher than the one assuming independence; our method is quite robust under a small sample size, due to utilizing the entire cluster information for dimension reduction. The proposed method is able to recover the central subspace even when the cluster size is small, it can handle unbalanced data, and is computationally efficient when the cluster size is large.
Further investigation is needed regarding a tuning procedure to select the number of transformations s by minimizing the distance between γ s and Span(γ 1 , . . . , γ s−1 ), along with a penalty function. Another possible research direction is sufficient dimension reduction for binary data (or data with finite support) when the structural dimension is greater than 1. Binary sufficient dimension reduction is quite challenging, since the binary response is invariant for most types of transformation methods. Pooling similar covariate information together so that the log-odds of Y = 1 have sufficient variability for estimation is a possible approach.
Supplementary Materials
The proofs of the theorems and the lemma in this paper are given in the online supplemental material available at http://www3.stat.sinica.edu.tw/ statistica/.
